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Basic Student Directions for Making Dreamline Banners
8 STEPS

You Need

1

Fold the cloth in half to make a rectangle that is 23 x 30 cm or 9 x
12 in. Put the piece of paper or cardboard between the halves.
This is your Dream Board. Place it in front of you so the fold is
away from you. The fold is the top.

A piece of 23 x 60
cm or 9 x 24 in
cloth. A piece of
paper or
cardboard.

2

On one side of your Dream Board, write: I value. Then write 3
values that are important to you. Things like honesty, trust,
loyalty, sincerity, or kindness. Write large. Add a border if you
like.

Dream Board.
Permanent marker
or something else
that writes on cloth.

3

Turn your Dream Board over so the blank side is facing you. Make
sure the fold is away from you. The fold is the top.
On this side, write your dreams to share with the world. à
What problem would you erase from our world? à Dream about
the world without that problem. à What would it look like, feel
like? à Think about what you can do to move in the direction of
your dream. Some students use the phrases: I live a world… I
dream a world… I make a world… You can write in poetry or
use words in another way. You can write a draft first.

Dream Board.
Black fine point
permanent marker
or pen that writes
on cloth

4

Bring attention to your dream by decorating the cloth.

Colored markers or
other art items

5

Circle 1 or 2 of the Global Goals below that best fits your dream.

Global Goals List

6

Practice saying your writing out loud with a partner.

7

Remove your Dreamline banner from the cardboard. Help the
group leader fold it over and staple it to the ribbon or rope 5 cm or
2 in from another banner.

Group Stapler and
Group Ribbon or
Rope

8

Find a group leader with the Dreamline World mobile app. Say
your dream into the phone. Tell the group leader your Global
Goals hashtags for them to type in. Tell them your values and any
other hashtags to type in.

Group leader with
the Dreamline
World mobile app

GLOBAL GOALS LIST: UN SDGs
more info on this list here: http://bit.ly/dlunsdgb
POVERTY

HUNGER

HEALTH

EDUCATON

GENDER

WATER

ENERGY

JOBS

#sdg01

#sdg02

#sdg03

#sdg04

#sdg05

#sdg06

#sdg07

#sdg08

INNOVATION

EQUALITY

COMMUNITIES

WASTE &
CONSUMPTION

CLIMATE

WATER
ECOLOGY

LAND
ECOLOGY

PEACE &
JUSTICE

#sdg09

#sdg10

#sdg11

#sdg14

#sdg15

#sdg16

#sdg12

#sdg13
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